Dear Colleagues,

The organizing committees of the Cutting Edge have set up a LinkedIn group, that you can access at
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8592864

Because this joint congress of veterinary and toxicologic pathology may interest a wider audience than the classical meeting, we want to be sure to reach as much colleagues as possible: therefore, we kindly ask you to share this message with the membership of your Societies or your contacts in social networks. This would help us a lot in publicizing the congress.

Feel free to dispatch this message to other organizations that I didn’t include (like ACVP, etc.).

Through this LinkedIn group, we intend to give information and reminders like deadline for registration, practical info, etc. The members who want to join must be accepted by the group admins, who will make sure to treat the registrations quickly!

Thanks in advance for your support,

On behalf of the Local organizing committee and the Scientific organizing committee of Cutting Edge 2017,

Regards / cordialement / groeten,

Pour la SFPT, le Pr=sident,
Erio Barale-Thomas  
Sr. principal scientist, pathology

Preclinical Development & Safety  
Janssen Research & Development,  
A Division of Janssen Pharmaceutica NV  
Turnhoutseweg 30  
2340 Beerse, Belgium

ebarale@its.jnj.com
Mobile +33-769 46 63 95  
Desk +32-14 60 72 77  
(JJDial 295, office Beerse 022/1C3, post 409)
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